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**Dates:** 1940s-1980s  
**Creator:** Allen, Lafe F.  
**Collection Size:** 9 cubic feet

**Introduction**  
Papers of a journalist and member of the United States Information Agency, consisting of copies of news stories, articles and other writings, correspondence, notes, background and research material, and miscellaneous personal records related to Allen’s coverage of U.S. foreign policy activities in Central and South America, Europe, and Asia.

**Donor Information**  
The papers were donated to the University of Missouri by Lafe F. Allen on 4 January 1999.

**Box List**

**Box 1**  
Inter-American conferences, meetings, and summits  
- Brazil, 1958  
- John F. Kennedy; Puerto Rico, 1961, San Jose, 1963  
- Rio de Janeiro, 1965  
- Punta del Este, 1967

**Box 2**  
Inter-American conferences, meetings, and summits  
- Buenos Aires, 1967  
- Nelson Rockefeller; South America, 1969  
- Trinidad & Tobago, 1969  
- Caracas, 1970

**Box 3**  
Miscellaneous conferences and visits, Central and South American, 1960s-1970s

**Boxes 4-5**  
Correspondence & background material, visits, conferences and meetings in South America, Europe and Asia, 1960s-1970s.  
USIA correspondence  
*Detroit Times*, Secretary to Mayor of Detroit, 1930s  
Photographs, Japan, c.1945
Boxes 6-7
Lafe Allen, essays, papers, articles, news stories, clippings, 1940s-1970s

Boxes 8-9
Research material
- 1984 presidential election
- George Washington Carver
- Grand Canyon Mules